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Precision cleaners Dr. Wack / ZESTRON with record year - world's leading electronics
manufacturers trust in know-how from Ingolstadt
Ingolstadt, Germany - The electronics industry is one of the world's largest and most
important industries as measured by its global production and market volume. The top
5 largest producing countries are China, Japan, USA, South Korea and Germany. At a
market volume of approximately 4 billion euros, an amount that has nearly doubled in
the past decade, it is one of the largest industries in the world.
The development of individual process solutions have become more important than
ever within the past few years. Printed circuit boards, installed in mobile phones,
tablets and computers, require high precision cleaning after production to ensure
smooth functionality and prevent failure.
As cleaning challenges increased, so too did the need for rapid product development
and customized cleaning solutions. Recognizing this need early, ZESTRON developed
products to meet the industry requirements while becoming the world’s market leader
in electronic precision cleaning. With six globally linked Technical centers across the
Americas, Europe and Asia, ZESTRON will be opening its 7th location in South Korea
this year.
As a second generation private company, its success is measured by its sales figures.
2014 resulted in a 10% growth compared to the previous year, wherein the American and
Asian markets resulted in increases of 15% and 20%. The company continues to reinvest
it’s earnings in additional personnel as well as research and development to
continuously grow and provide global support. In the past year, the staff was increased
by 10%, which made ZESTRON and the Dr. O.K. Wack GmbH one of Germany´s most
attractive employers.
Revolutionary product developments such as the concentration measurement system
ZESTRON®EYE as well as the establishment of the knowledge and eypertise platform
in electronics cleaning, the ZESTRON Academy, underline the innovative strenth and
the market significance of the Bavarian company.
Company Information
The company founded in 1975 by Dr. Oskar K. Wack is divided in two business divisions.
ZESTRON is a manufacturer of cleaning agents and is well-known as a world leader in
the electronic precision cleaning. The "Consumer" branch is represented in the
segments automobile, motorbike, bicycle and outdoor care with the brands A1, P21-S,
CW 1:100, S100 and F100 and is one of the leading providers. The central principle, to
bring only new solutions to the market or to improve existing products significantly,
determines the company's philosophy to this day. Over 200 employees are working
globally working for the company group, approximately 140 people in the headquarters
in Ingolstadt. In addition to ambitious expansion plans abroad the German location also
is continuously expanded and strengthened.
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